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Dave,

Further to my email of last week and our telephone discussion of Friday, I have seen no publicly available information in
print this week describing the nature of the transaction between Thor and Heartland. Given the testimony today about
Heartland's track record of fiscal irresponsibility in the face of the recent economic downturn, Forest River's concerns
about losing access to the documents requested in discovery and about Heartland dissipating its assets to the
shareholders to avoid economic responsibility for the claims made against it remain strong. Accordingly, apart from any
unfair trade practices/anti-trust concerns that may be expressed by other counsel for Forest River, I ask that you answer
the following questions immediately with respect to the Thor-Heartland transaction announced last week:

1. Did or is it planned that Thor (or any entity related to it) purchase any of the assets of Heartland?
2. If the answer to #1 is yes, which assets were purchased?
3. Did Thor or is it planned that Thor (or any entity related to it) purchase any ownership interest in Heartland?
4. Hasor is it planned that title to or possession of any of the items Forest River requested from Heartland in

discovery change from Heartland?
5. Will Heartland, the party in these lawsuits, remain in existence for at least the next year and retain assets

sufficient to cover the claims made against it by Forest River?

Heartland's answers to these questions or refusal to answer will be used to determine what action Forest River will
take to maintain the status quo in the viability of these lawsuits.

Ryan
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